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The Tanso
What do most people think of when they think of the Tango? Most people would

think of

a couple dancing together. The women

would wear a long red dress, and the man

would wear an outfit kind of resembling a suit. People see the couple gliding around a
ballroom at usually quick tempo, with a Tango orchestra playing in the background.
What if all of that went away? What if the Tango changed or decreased in popularity?
As we know, the Tango has become a popular music combined with a dance. The
Tango existed for a long time; it was very popular and the Tango first came into play
around the early 1900s. Nevertheless, the question is how did the Tango become so
popular in Argentina and why did it lose its popularity around the 1940s. I want to

explain this. I want to show how, why the Tango became popular in Argentina then how,
and why the Tango lost its popularity later in Argentina.
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The Tango came from the poor people and the disadvantaged people in

Argentina. The earliest we can see the Tango is at Buenos Aires in the 1900s. At that
time, the band of the Tango was made up of flutes, violins, and guitam and could even be
played as a solo in a cabaret (Denniston par. 2). The oldest Tango we can see was written

by a piano player by the rurme of Rosendo Mendizabal, and he wrote a Tango in the
1890s (Denniston par. 3).

In 1905, Angel Villoldo, who was a singer and guitar player,

wrote a very popular Tango. He wrote many Tangos, which are still played today
(Denniston. 5). Around the time of the European immigration, many Italians came to
Buenos Aires. They gave the "more lyrical style of violin playing and the melodic

influence of Neapolitan song, a key factor in the melodic beauty characteristic of Tango"
(Denniston par. 6). Soon, the Germans brought the popular instrument the bandone6n, a

symbolic instrument of the Tango (Denniston par.7). The bandone6n secured its part in
the Tango when Juan Maglio who could play the bandone6n, recorded with a flute, violin
and guitar, and

it was a huge success in Buenos Aires (Denniston par. 8).

Young Argentineans, who went to Europe to study, learned to dance the Tango. A
Polite society in Paris saw the dance for the first time and fell in love and very soon, all
of Europe was whipped by a furious Tango-mania. This came about in 1913 and was the
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year of the Tango. (Denniston. 9)

In 1916, Robert Firpo made the standard Tango sextet, consisting of two
bandoneones, two violins, a piano, and a double bass. He wrote a famous Tango called

La Cumpasita, which was later recorded by Gardel (Denniston par. 11).

In 1917, Gardel recorded the song Mi Noche Triste; he soon became

a

very

popular singer/songwriter in Buenos Aires (Denniston par. l0). Most of the early Tango
musicians taught themselves, but around the 1920's there were trained musicians

(Denniston par.12). A piano player by the name of Rodolfo Biagi gave more of an
ooelectric

rhythm" to Tango. Although the academic Tango lovers did not care for it, the

Tango dancers loved it, this helped make the Tango become faster in the 1930s into the
Golden Age of Tango (Denniston par. 13). The next decade was one of amazing

originality on every front. The dance evolved into one of the most beautiful couple
dances the world had ever seen. Composers, arrangers, lyricists, and singers all became
successful (Denniston par. 14).
The tango moved to mainstream society during the first part of the twentieth

century. The Tango came from a dance that was associated with the poor that grew to be
a

very popular music style that all classes could participate in (Castro, 6). The evolution
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of the Tango came from spontaneous folk that generated music and dance. It was by this
that the Tango became normal because it did not change that much from each Tango
performer.

In the first stage of the Tango, the Tango was related with upper class. The upper
class and the lower class would

join to appreciate the Tango. Although, for the lower

class, the Tango showed the frustrations and disaffection of the urban

life and for the

upper class it was a way to get away from ethical and social limitations (Castro 7) Also,
the Tango evolved through time. The early Tangos were usually performed in bars on the

outskirts of town in the 1930s. It moved to nightclubs in downtown. By about the 1940s1950s, the Tango musicians and composers would perform for people such as the

president. The Tango in Buenos Aires was used to describe the local culture (Castro 8-9).
The Tango lyrics expressed the social criticisms, usually sarcastically. The Tangos
reflected the growing social unhappiness and radicalism of the working class of Buenos

Aires in the first two decades of the twentieth century (Castro 9).
Carlos Gardel played a big part in making the Tango popular, and he worked with
Jose Razzano. One of the most popular songs that Gardel did was song called

Triste" or "My Sorrowful Night" (Collier 60). The song became

a

"Mi Noche

big hit and was
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recorded soon after (Collier 60).

Between
one solos.

l9l7

to the end of 1921, Gardel recorded seventeen Tangos out of forty-

In 1922 he did twenty out of twenty nine, and in 1923,thirty-three out of forty

four (Collier 69).
Through the years of l9l7-1923,.'the Gardel-Razzano Duo recorded 185 songs,
114 of which were solos by Gardel, of which, in turn; no less than7O were Tangos"

(Collier 76).
From 1918 to 1922, Gadel and Razzano worked together and performed in
theatres in Argentina (Taboada par.

l7).

Soon they were joined with two guitarists named

Jose Ricardo and Guillermo Desiderio Barbieri (Taboada

par.l7).In

1918, Gardel sung

and recorded the song "Flor de Fango" or "Mud Flower", which is about a girl with

little

money who becomes involved with bad men and Tangos (Collier 64).

In

1923, they toured to Montevideo, Brazil, and Spain (Taboada par.

l8). Soon

the Prince of Wales came to visit and Gardel andRazzano performed for him.

A few weeks after his visit, Razzano was suffering from throat trouble from his
surgery in 1920, had a lot of difficulty singing, and he told Gardel he now had to go solo

(Collier 86).
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ln

1927 he went back

to Spain to sing at the Catalan radio and, he went back to

record the song in Barcelona which travels throughout Spain (Taboada

pu.22). ln 1928,

he went to Montevideo and Buenos Aires, before going "to France and they make debut

in the F6mina theater of Paris the 30 of September of 1928," accompanied by a guarist by
the name of Jose Maria Aguilar (Taboada par.24). In January of 1929, they headed back

to Paris after touring in Italy and performed at the Opera of Paris (Taboada par.26).In
March, they went back to Paris and performed there, and then traveled to Spain and
performed there (Taboadapar.27). During Gardel's career he traveled to "Europe, the

United States, and to most of Latin America, recorded over 1000 songs, made eleven
major films, made innumerable stage, nightclub and radio appearances" (Castro 135).
This helped to form a very broad audience for the Tango.
For Buenos Aires alone, he recorded more than five hundred double-sided
records: "Over 500,000 records were sold in 1925 alone and ninety percent of these were

Tangos" (Castro 137). Duringlg25-1933, he kept touring to France and Argentina,
"recording albums in Buenos Aires, Paris and Barcelona" (Carlos Gardel par. 4). Gardel
did so many songs in Argentina because it was the home that he loved so much:
*1933 was the last year that Gardel spent in Argentina; performing in
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cinemas, theaters, radio programs; and doing recordings, movies and tours in

Argentina and Uruguay. At the end of the year he began his presentations in New
York's NBC network with great success and acceptance" (Carlos Gardel par. 5).
Soon his fame was able to grow to national broadcasts making the Tango more

popular.
What made the Tango popular was by radio, which came into the work place, and

in homes. In the 1920s, the radio and record companies set up Tango contests in Buenos
Aires to select the best music and musical groups. Even the local newspapers called "La
Prensa (The Press) and La Naci6n (The Nation) organized Tango contests
1929 respectively" (Castro 142). Even

in

in

1926 and in

1932, there was a Tango contest, and the

winning songs or groups were recorded by

a recording company or were featured on the

radio later so the new media supported the publicity by these events. These events helped
to make the Tango increase in popularity. Between l93l-1935 Gardeloomade nine feature

films for Paramount" (Castro 142). Gafiel kept touring at France and Spain performing at
there. In 1935, during a tour in Latin America when flying out of Medillin, the plane

carrying Gardel and his band crashed, killing everyone (Carlos Gardel par.7).
The Tango also became popular in the Epoca de Oro or its Golden Age. During
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the 1920's rural small properties were starting to decline. In addition, there was a marked
increase in the sharecroppers and the salaried farm labor. They had to migrate to places

like Buenos Aires. They became apart of the "unemployed, and underemployed, because
of their lack of marketable skills in an urban society that was becoming more
industrialized" (Castro 170). They became apart of the ranks along with the rest of the
labor class. The sense of frustration was clearly mentioned in the Tangos "Yira. ..Yira"
and "Cambalache" (Castro 170) Tangos like these were important because

it allowed

singers and songwriters to express the frustrations that the Argentineans were going

through at this time.

In the early twenties, there were some advances in technology in the electronic
media of phonographs and moving pictures which helped to give the Tango a bigger
audience, while the early Tango was at popular theatres, dance halls and streets

of

Buenos Aires: "The new electronic recording process popularized the vocalist, and films
popularized the dance form" (Castro 179). In the early 1930s, people were encouraged to
buy records so the electronic media of films and recordings could have conditioned the

public for an even bigger spread of popular music (Castro 179). There were a lot of
strikes going on around the 1930's in Argentina, but only one Tango deals with strikes
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and this was not unusual because the Tangos represented frustration instead of protest.

This Tango was called "Al pie de la Santa Cruz" or'oAt the Foot of the Holy Cross"
(Castro 174).The worldwide depression in the 1930 had a huge impact on the Tango.
The average worker in Buenos Aires had a tough time supporting for his family; since his
salary could not cover, the essential needs them. Most Tango groups that relied on work

in the theatre and cabaret were unemployed (Castro 182-183). One Tango called "La
Muchachad del Centro" or

ooThe

Girls of Downtown" was written on this subject (Castro

184). Tangos like this helped to express the frustrations of this time and the depression

of

the Argentineans.
The Tango started decreasing in popularity in Argentina around 1943. "Dances

from other Latin countries also made inroads on the territory of the Tango in popular
clubs and in the gatherings of young people so that the Tango competed with the rumba
and the bolero" (Castro 205-206). Since other dances such as the rumba were increasing

in popularity in Argentina this made it harder for the Tango to stay at a popular level.
Since more people were buying Rumba and Bolero recordings instead of the Tango

recordings the income of the Tango went down along with its popularity.

At about 1943,the government began decrees affecting the radio transmissions,
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presenting a clear idea of the government's opinion of radio, as well as allowing insight

into the strictly moral bent of the military governments. They "had to censor what went
on the airwaves so that public morals would not be comrpted" (Castro 209). This went to
be called the "la ley seca" or the

"Dry Law" (Castro 209). Under the "la ley seca" the

radio stations were commanded to change Tango titles and lyrics to conform good
Spanish and morals. The Tango

"El Ciruja" was banned because of this (Castro 210).

Most Tango titles were changed and some words changed as well to sound better (Castro
212). This really affected the Tangos. People did not like the govemment's opinion of the

radio and did not like the law because the Tangos no longer had the same meaning or
implied what they used to before 1943.Tangos such as Gardel's

o'Mano

a Mano" could

not be played without ruining the integrity of the work; this was true with other Tangos as

well. The ban was lifted in 1946 (Castro 215).
Around the 1940s people from Europe immigrated to Buenos Aires giving more
cultural tastes and making the Tango decline a little bit more in popularity (Castro 227).
Immigrants that came from Buenos Aires would listen to the Tango but appreciated the
music of their homeland more. This would almost be a sign of the status of the Tango in
the period before 1955. In addition, "the Tango was outdated because the new Argentina
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now had a mission of greatness to fulfill as expounded in the Peronist Doctrine" (Castro
225-229). Some Tangos that had themes of poverty, hunger, or unfair working conditions
could not exist in Argentina since Peron had fixed these problems (Castro page 230). In
1955, Peron discouraged the Tango and encouraged people to listen to music from
abroad. This brought in Rock and Roll to Buenos Aires which the young Argentineans

liked (Denniston par. l6) There were no bans on the Tangos but more of an unofficial
attitude (Castro page233).

All of these made the Tango to decrease in popularity.

Therefore, that is how the Tango became popular in Argentina then lost its

popularity later in Argentina. The Tango became popular from Gardel singing and
recording so many Tangos and doing tours. In addition, the Tango became popular in
Argentina in its Golden Age when the Tangos were used to express the frustration and
depression that was going around that time. Nevertheless, the Tango started to become

unpopular in Argentina because of the "la ley seca" or the "Dry Law" which changed
Tangos so that they did not mean what they used to before the law. In addition, the
themes that used to be in tangos did not have the same the same meaning as before since
Peron fixed those problems. There was a lot of things that sadly made this wonderful

music lose its popularity in Argentina but maybe it will become popular again one day.
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